
 

 Kindergarten Newsletter       September 21, 2020 

Special points of  Interest: 

• Sept. 25   
Honor Roll Pep 
Rally 

• Oct. 12       
Student  
Holiday 

• Oct. 23            
Student and 
Teacher 

I enjoyed our parent conferences last week. It was so different to  

have conferences on the phone or zoom.  However, it was great 

to spend a little time with you talking about your children.  

If we were not able to meet last week, just let me know when 

you would like to reschedule. 

 

*Lexia:  We have worked out all the kinks for Lexia in our class-

room. Lexia is a great program, I encourage you to also use it at 

home. I am so proud of those students, and parents,  that are   

using Lexia for extra practice. 

 

*IXL:  Now that Lexia is going strong, we are going to start IXL.      

I am sending information in today’s Maroon folder that you will 

need in setting up this website on your child’s device. IXL will be 

used mainly for Math, but I might also select some Language    

activities too. 

Your child’s Usernames and Passwords are long, however once 

they have been entered on the device, they may be saved.   

Both Lexia and IXL allow me to see your child’s progress, areas of 

concerns and the time spent on the program. 

*Seesaw:  Just a reminder, each Monday I will send a Seesaw   

Activity for your child to do at home. This activity will be fun and 

will not take a lot of time.  

Reminders: The above programs; Lexia, IXL and Seesaw will be 

used if our school has to move to Online learning or if individual 

families have to be quarantined due to COVID 19. 

By helping your child stay familiar with these programs at home, 

they will be prepared for online learning, if needed. 

 

   

This Friday, Sept. 25 at 

the football field begin-

ning at 8:20 am. will be 

our first Elementary 

Honor Roll Pep rally. 

Parent are welcome to 

come watch, but need 

to social distance in the 

stands and please wear 

a mask. Kindergarten 

students will mainly 

cheer for our older ele-

mentary friends. How-

ever, each class includ-

ing “K” will have one 

student that will re-

ceive a special Bronte 

Shorthorn Award. 


